Geography Trip

On Friday 16TH of March we went to Town Innistioge.We
went there for a trip with class 1CN and with Mr.Barron
and Mr.Dwyer.
We went to field WoodStock for Waterfall and river
Noir.We was walking for a 30 mins before we reach the
Waterfall.On the way there was a little string of water
coming beside us it was very nice to see it and big forest
with huge trees about 50-100 metres up but it still was
very big.When we was in half way we was on a old stely
bridge that we was passing. Imake few photos of it and
little river ro chanel was going under a bridge.
When we was near a waterfall we have to pass a mug hill
and a little very little lake.And we pass it and we saw a
waaterfall it was beutiful.
I saw a waterfall first time in my life.When we was going
there was a little pat up a hill to old destoryed house and
all of us make a photo. There was huge cliff and Mr.Barron
say that we have to be careful to dont fall ! When we get
back on road we saw my friend grandad with dogs.Then
we was going up a hill to a middle of park and it take us an
hour to get their and we was eating lunch their and we
play on playground after 30 mins we was kip going to
entrence.On the middle of it we stop and we saw a bridge

in town and we make a photo.When we finaly get to
entrence the bus driver stops in shop.
And we buy some stafe.We we finily we back to school on
the perfect time for history test.We just miss 6 class and
we just be on three class.
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